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Mr. Samoluk, > 1. Thank you for the information on the journalist.>> 2. You should understand that records 

identified as "Referred, Postponed in >Full" are records that have not come before the Board. Records in this 

>category were referred to another agency by either the Archives or an agency >that possessed the records. 

The referral is made because it is believed that >the agency where the record is referred has an "equity" (an 

interest) in the >record. Our experience has been that agencies that have records to review >because they 

were referred to them simply have not processed them. There is no >particular reason, in our experience, for 

the slowness, other than they have >not gotten to the records. It should not be assumed that the agency is 

>deliberately holding back records; they often simply have not dealt with the re>cords. In this instance, I have 

shared your message with the appropriate >staffer to see if we can learn anything about these particular 

records.Thank you for that clarification. I was under the mistakenimpression that the Board had already 

reviewed them and haddecided to postpone them.>>3. I have also passed along your message on the DO 

personality file on Oswald.> Thank you very much.And I again thank you for your time and consideration.Mike 

Griffith----------------------------------------------------------------Michael T. Griffith. Check out my JFK web page at the 

followingURL: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/MGriffith_2 ."Only a virtuous people are capable 

of freedom. As nationsbecome corrupt and vicious, they have more need of masters."-- Benjamin Franklin"Our 

Constitution was made only for a moral and religiouspeople. It is wholly inadequate to the government of 

anyother." -- John Adams---------------------------------------------------------------
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